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Abstract—In this paper, a novel Convexified Small-Signal
Stability Constraint Optimal Power Flow (SCOPF) has been
presented that does not rely on eigenvalue analysis. The proposed
methodology is based on the sufficient condition for small-signal
stability, developed as a Bilinear Matrix Inequality (BMI) and
uses network structure-preserving Differential Algebraic Equa-
tion (DAE) modeling of power system. The proposed formulation
is based on Semi-definite Programming (SDP), and objective
penalization that has been proposed for feasible solution recovery
making the method tractable for large-scale systems. A vector-
norm based objective penalty function has also been proposed
for feasibility recovery while working over large and dense BMIs
with matrix variables. The effectiveness study, carried out on
WECC 9-bus and New England 39-bus test systems, shows that
proposed method has been able to achieve the stable equilibrium
point without inflicting a large induced cost of stability.
Index Terms—Convexified SCOPF, BMI Relaxation, SDP
I. INTRODUCTION
THE small-signal stability assessment is pertinent forensuring reliable power system operation. It deals with
the system’s capability to maintain synchronism under the in-
fluence of small disturbances [1]. The increasing uncertain and
intermittent renewable source integration has introduced issues
in conventional ways of assessing the small-signal stability
[2]. Further, the economic analysis and market-driven dispatch
have become a focal point of power system operations, under
the deregulated environment, especially. All these factors make
it difficult for an Independent Service Operator (ISO) to
ensure economy and stability simultaneously. Therefore, the
small-signal stability constrained optimal power flow (SCOPF)
has emerged as the tool to provide a stable and economical
operating point for the power system working over economic
objective under technical constraints [3]–[5]. The insufficiency
of the damping controller for small-signal stability also neces-
sitates the SCOPF formulation and solution [3]. The SCOPF
works in conjunction with the conventional controllers such
as Power System Stabilizers (PSS) to ensure power system
stability in small-signal context.
The SCOPF methods proposed in the literature are focused
on eigenvalue analysis and efficient computations methods
for eigenvalue and its sensitivities. The works like [3] used
numerical eigenvalue sensitivity calculations for enhancing
the small-signal stability constrained power transfer capacity.
The authors in [4] used first-order Taylor approximation and
considered critical eigenvalue dependencies on real power
change only. The maximum singular value based stability
index has been used in [5] to provide optimal tuning to
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damping controllers in the electricity market. However, the
linearization and modifications are performed considering the
Hopf-bifurcation point [6] and suffer from a limited range
of approximation. The authors in [7] leverages upon the
closed-form sensitivity formulation and provides an expected-
security cost OPF. Yet, the requirement of matrix inversion and
calculation of second-order sensitivities for Hessian makes the
method time-consuming. The authors in [8] used Non-Linear
Semi-definite Programming (NLSDP) formulation for SCOPF
placing spectral abscissa constraint via a smooth nonlinear
constraint. The approach losses the applicability for the large
systems due to NLSDP limitations for dense matrix variables
and involvement of the matrix inverse in obtaining small-signal
stability constraints using the Lyapunov theorem.
Recently, a Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) based
SCOPF solution method has been proposed with gradient sam-
pling [9]. Nevertheless, the nonconvex formulation requires
numerical differentiation for spectral abscissa sensitivities and
works over the reduced system matrix. A sequential approach
for SCOPF has been proposed in [10] based on decomposition
of the problem into a sequence of sub-problem. The method
relies on constant updating of critical eigenvalue set, thus
increasing problem size with each iteration to deal with the
issue of critical eigenvalues becoming non-critical and vice-
versa in complex plane [4]. All these works suffer from
the limitations of eigenvalue analysis such as local validity,
repeated computation requirements, and nonconvex nature of
stability constraint, which make SCOPF challenging to solve.
In this paper, we propose a novel convexified SCOPF
formulation. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
method to solve SCOPF, which does not rely on any kind of
eigenvalue constraint for stability. The proposed method does
not require any prior threshold of any stability index to impose
stability constraint. The proposed sufficient stability condition
based formulation work over the DAE set, preserving the net-
work structure and eliminating the need to matrix inverse for
calculating the reduced system matrix. There is no involvement
of local linearization of stability criteria. Hence, the proposed
method does not require repeated calculation and solve the
SCOPF using SDP in non-iterative fashion. As the formulation
is convex, proposed method is tractable for solving SCOPF on
large systems. The main contributions are summarized as:
1) Formulation and convexification of SCOPF with net-
work structure preserving DAE based on a sufficient
condition which are applicable to most generator and
network models.
2) Development of an eigenvalue-analysis independent ap-
proach to handle small-signal stability constraints.
3) Development of a novel convex relaxation and vector-
norm based SDP penalization with considerably large,
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dense BMI constraints in matrix variables, with feasible
solution recovery.
The structure of the proposed convexified SCOPF problem
can be subdivided into three stages. In Section II, the presence
of nonconvexity in small-signal stability assessment, and OPF
is dealt and convex relaxation of both has been proposed.
To couple the network and generator side variables, stator-
network equilibrium has been imposed and relaxed into convex
formulation. In second stage (Section III), feasible solution
recovery methods have been developed for proposed relax-
ations of sufficient stability condition BMI, OPF, and stator-
network equilibrium. These recovery methods are developed
as objective penalization functions for SDP formulation. In
third and last stage (Section IV), the relaxation gap and errors
have been identified, calculated, and reported to be within the
acceptable limits with a detailed discussion of results. This
modular strategy is adopted to get insights into the SCOPF
problem while solving a convexified formulation of the same.
II. CONVEXIFIED SCOPF PROBLEM
In this paper, S+ denotes the set of symmetric positive semi-
definite matrices, while R is used for indicating real numbers.
λ(A) denotes eigenvalues of real matrix A. The superscripts
u and l represent upper and lower bounds of the variables,
respectively. | · | is the absolute value operator, and || · ||
represents Euclidean − norm. The number of buses and
generators are represented as nb and ng . The real part of the
largest eigenvalue of matrix A is represented by σmax(A).
(·)0 indicates OPF solution values of the variables. The
complex conjugate of variables is indicated as (·). Moreover,
by stability, we meant small-signal stability only. I and O
denote identity and null matrix of appropriate dimensions.
In compact form, the SCOPF problem is described as:
min Generation cost (1a)
s.t. Power balance & operational constraints (1b)
Small-signal stability constraint (1c)
Stator-network equilibrium constraints (1d)
Here, power balance and operational constraints (1b) are
that of OPF problem, stability constraint (1c) is developed as a
BMI, while the equilibrium constraints (1d) are enforced to es-
tablish the relation between stability and OPF variables. Each
set of constraints contains non-convex relations, thus needs to
be convexified. The three convexifications are presented below
as Convexification 1: BMI relaxation, Convexification 2: OPF
relaxation, and Convexification 3: Stator-network coupling
relaxation. Section III will duly present three corresponding
feasible solution recovery schemes.
A. Convex Formulation of Small-Signal Stability Constraint
The power system is modeled using structure-preserving
nonlinear DAEs. This includes generator dynamic equations
and the network algebraic relations as [11]:
x˙ = f(x,y), (2a)
0 = g(x,y). (2b)
Here, x ∈ Rn is dynamic, y ∈ Rm is algebraic variable
vector respectively. The f(·) and g(·) are dynamic and al-
gebraic equation sets, respectively. The number of dynamic
and algebraic variables are represented by n and m respec-
tively. Further, we consider only equilibrium point such that
for a dynamic state vector x, there exists corresponding
algebraic variable ys(x) satisfying the algebraic constraints
g(x,ys(x)) = 0. In order to preserve network structure, we
do not attempt to eliminate the algebraic variables as what has
been done in other works such as [12]. The linearized DAE
set can be expressed in compact form as:
Eδz˙ = Jδz. (3)
Here, we define E ∈ R(n+m)×(n+m) as a diagonal matrix and
Eii = 1 if i ≤ n else zero. Also, if we define zT = [xT yT ].
J is the block Jacobian matrix in (3) and defined as:
J(z) =
[
∂f/∂x ∂f/∂y
∂g/∂x ∂g/∂y
]
=
[
A B
C D
]
. (4)
In this work, we consider the quadratic presentation of
power system DAE introduced in [13]. This quadratic form
leads to an affine Jacobian as J(z) = J0 +
∑
k Jkzk for
k = 1 . . . (n +m), for which hereafter we use its shorthand
J . The common practice for small-signal stability is based on
necessary and sufficient condition, i.e., the system is small-
signal stable if and only if all the eigenvalues of the reduced
Jacobian matrix have negative real part [14]. The reduced
Jacobian is obtained by eliminating algebraic variables, and
has the form of δx˙ = Jrδx where Jr = A − BD−1C.
This eigenvalue-based approach has a major limitation rooted
in the local validity of eigenvalue and eigenvalue sensitivity.
The reduction approach also involves matrix inversion ,which
introduces nonconvex nonlinear terms and involves a high
computational cost [15].
Sufficient Condition for Small-Signal Stability: We define
the Lyapunov candidate V = δzTZTEδz. With definition of
Lyapunov matrix Z =
[
P O
R Q
]
and block matrix E, we
easily obtain V = δxTPδx ≻ 0 and with P ≻ 0 being
Lyapunov matrix. Now by differentiating V along (3), we
get V˙ = δzT
(
JTZ + ZTJ
)
δz where we use the relation
ZTE = ETZ . A similar proof is presented in [13], [15].
From Lyapunov stability criteria, the system δx˙ = Jrδx is
small-signal stable if and only if V˙ ≤ 0 [14]. This is equivalent
to the following
F  0. (5)
Here, F = JTZ + ZTJ is a BMI in its variable matrices
Z and J . In a recent work [15], the BMI condition (5) is
investigated, and it is shown that this sufficient condition is
not conservative and sufficiently efficient in finding a stable
operating point.
The BMI-based stability condition offers more flexibility
in terms of searching for an optimal, stable solution point in
OPF. This is so because these BMI constraints are expressed as
functions of state variables and can be used to search for a Lya-
punov matrix for a state point. which is not necessarily known.
Thus, the problem of SCOPF boils down to solving the BMI
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constraints together with the conventional OPF constraints.
However, the BMI conditions are nonlinear and nonconvex in
the variables, thus bringing numerical issues when scaling. We
propose a convex relaxation approach to convert the nonconvex
BMI problems to convex ones for tractability purposes.
Convexification 1: BMI relaxation: The negative semi-
definite (NSD) relation based BMI constraint (5) is nonconvex
and proven to be NP-hard to solve [16]. Further, the structure
of the Lyapunov matrix, Z , makes this BMI (5) dense with
matrix variables. Therefore, the existing methods of optimiza-
tion with BMIs, having vector variables may not be suitable
[17], [18]. Therefore, we propose a novel relaxation of BMI
with matrix variables allowing SDP formulation of stability
constraint (5).
In the following, we discuss in detail the proposed convex
relaxation approach. First, to separate the nonconvexity as a
quadratic term, we expand F as:
JTZ + ZTJ = (J + Z)T (J + Z)− (ZTZ + JT J). (6)
This new representation can be made convex if we replace
the last term with a matrix variable as used in the conventional
convex relaxation approaches. In particular, we use M to
denote ZTZ+JTJ and arrive at the following modified BMI:
(J + Z)T (J + Z)−M  0. (7)
However, the nonconvex term will appear in the new matrix
equalityM = ZTZ+JTJ . We therefore relax this nonconvex-
ity by imposing a new positive semi-definite (PSD) condition:
M  ZTZ + JTJ. (8)
Until now, we can use the two convex sets of constraints
(7) and (8) to represent the BMI-based stability condition.
However, we need to further cast those new constraints in
LMI form so that it can be efficiently solved using state-of-art
SDP solvers for large-scale problems. The details of casting
in LMI form using the Schur complement lemma [19] will be
discussed in Appendix A.
Though the LMI representation can offer numerical benefits,
the relaxation practice introduces gaps in the solution of the
SCOPF. This solution gap is discussed in the following.
Remark. (Relaxation gap): The relaxation (8) introduces a
gap between actual nonconvex feasible space and relaxed con-
vex solution space, which may lead to an infeasible solution.
The cause of this gap is dissimilarity between lifting variable
matrix (M ) and quadratic matrix relation (ZTZ + JTJ).
Further, the presence of a relaxation gap means that solution
obtained with relaxed constraint will not be stable. Therefore,
feasible solution recovery method has been developed in
Section III, for convex relaxation of dense BMIs with matrix
variables.
B. Conventional OPF and Its SDP Relaxation
In this section, we introduce the OPF formulation then
present the proposed SDP relaxation. Consider a network with
a set of nodes N , generator node set G ⊆ N and the set
of branches as L. We use k as the node index. For k-th
node, the generated power are denoted as Pgk + jQgk and
the load demand is given by Pdk + jQdk respectively, and
node voltage is given by Vk = Vxk + jVyk . The apparent
power flow from node k to l is Skl = Pkl + jQkl. The
p(Pgk) = c2,kP
2
gk
+ c1,kPgk + c0,k is quadratic cost function
for real power generation having c2,k, c1,k, and c0,k are non-
negative cost coefficients. Further, Y is network admittance
matrix of with elements ykl where (k, l) ∈ L.
The OPF for the real power generation cost minimization
objective can be expressed as [20]:
minimize
∑
k∈G
p(Pgk) (9a)
subject to:Sgk − Sdk =
∑
(k,l)∈L
Skl ∀ k ∈ N (9b)
V lk ≤ |Vk| ≤ V
u
k ∀ k ∈ N (9c)
P lgk ≤ Pgk ≤ P
u
gk
∀ k ∈ G (9d)
Qlgk ≤ Qgk ≤ Q
u
gk
∀ k ∈ G (9e)
|Skl| ≤ S
u
kl ∀ (k, l) ∈ L (9f)
Skl = yklV kVk − yklV kVl ∀ (k, l) ∈ L (9g)
In the above OPF formulation, the superscripts u or l
represent the upper bound and lower bound of the respec-
tive quantities. Note that we do not focus on the particular
realization of the cost function as we pay more attention to
the feasible space defined by the corresponding constraints.
As development of the conventional OPF model (9a-9g) has
been studied in detail by various works, the interested readers
can look in [20]–[22] for detailed formulations.
Convexification 2: OPF relaxation: Below we briefly
discuss a popular approach from literature and present our
modified OPF relaxation. In OPF, the complexity arises in the
nonconvex power flow equation (9g), quadratic equality having
product term of voltage (VkVl). A well-studied model replaces
the voltage product term with lifting variable as:
Wkl = VkV l (k, l ∈ N ) (10)
In this work, we use the model described in [20] (as
optimization 3) for relaxation, with lifting variable matrix W
and voltage variable vector V as:
minimize
∑
k∈G
p(Pgk) (11a)
subject to:P lgk − Pdk ≤ Tr{YkW} ≤ P
u
gk
− Pdk (11b)
Qlgk −Qdk ≤ Tr{YkW} ≤ Q
u
gk
−Qdk (11c)
(V lk )
2 ≤ Tr{MkW} ≤ (V
u
k )
2 (11d)
Tr{YklW}
2 + Tr{YklW}
2 ≤ (Sukl)
2 (11e)
W = VVT (11f)
Here, the real and reactive power generation and V are:
Pgk = Tr{YkW}+ Pdk , (12a)
Qgk = Tr{YkW}+Qdk , (12b)
V = [VTx V
T
y ]
T . (12c)
Here, Yk, Yk, Ykl, Ykl are admittance matrices which
are constructed to facilitate the relaxation of OPF problems.
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Mk is similar to the one presented in [20] referring to diagonal
incident matrix and has not presented here to avoid repetition.
Further, the definition of the voltage vector V ∈ Rnb
in (12c) is selected deliberately as its real and imaginary
voltages Vx , Vy are control variables for stability in (5). This
nonconvexity of power flow constrain (9b) is now transferred
into a single equality constrain (11f). For relaxed OPF the
equality constrain (11f) has been replaced by:
W  VVT . (13)
The exactness of the OPF has been sacrificed by replacing
the nonconvex, equality constraint between W and V (11f)
with positive semidefinite condition (13). The works [20],
[21] and others discuss in detail that, for various systems, the
numerical solution of this OPF problem can be found with
exactness as rank(W o) = 1 where W o refers to the solution
of relaxed OPF. The numerical difficulty in finding an exact
rank-one solution is due to the sparse nature of the network
as it creates a situation with an infinite number of solutions
[23]. Therefore, there exists a unique rank-one solution with
other higher rank solutions. To avoid such a multiple solution
issue and to improve exactness, it has been suggested to add
10−5 per unit resistance to each ideal transformer making the
system graph connected [20], [23].
The SCOPF problem in this work differs from the conven-
tional OPF in the sense that the voltage solution needs to not
only satisfy all OPF constraints but also satisfy the stability
condition. In the relaxed OPF, finding the lifting variable W
is sufficient to find the optimal solution V, so one only needs
to impose a positive semi-definite condition on the lifting
variable W , i.e., W  0. However, SCOPF contains stability
constraints that cannot be expressed directly in the lifting
variable W , but the voltage vector V. Thus, condition (13)
will be used in this work instead of W  0. This difference
is elaborated further in the following remark.
Remark. The works like [20]–[23] propose to replace the
nonconvex equality (11f) only with a positive semi-definite
constraint on W (i.e. W  0). This is because in OPF
problem, the voltage variable vector V can be replaced by
W entirely. Further, a rank-one solution matrix W o will then
uniquely decomposed (eigenvalue decomposition) into voltage
vector as W o = VwVwT . This voltage vector (Vw) will
provide a feasible solution under zero-duality gap conditions
[20]. On the contrary to the OPF, in the proposed SCOPF
problem, V is a control variable for stability. Therefore, it is
essential to obtain theW o such that gap between decomposed
voltage vector Vw and control variable vector V is minimal
if not zero. Otherwise, the OPF solution will not satisfy
the stability condition and vice versa. The SDP penalization
method has been proposed, in Section-III, to minimize the
relaxation gap introduced due to PSD condition in (13).
Thus, the relaxed OPF problem is minimizing the objective
(11a) over the constraints (11b)-(11e), (12a), (12b) and (13).
C. Convexification of Stator-Network Equilibrium Constraints
Unlike the conventional OPF, SCOPF requires the coupling
between the network and each generator. This coupling is
represented by stator-network equilibrium constraints (1d) or
the so-called stator-algebraic equations in [1]. To the best of
our knowledge, the relaxation of the stator-network equilib-
rium has not been proposed yet. Below we present the convex
relaxation for such stator-network equilibrium constraints.
Depending on the generator model, the stator-network equi-
librium constraints can have a different form. In this work, we
use a high order generator model– IV-order generator model
from [24]. We use i to indicate generator index, avoiding
confusion with node index k. As the existing generator model
includes current states, we will exclude those current quantities
and replace them with voltage ones duly. In particular, by
neglecting the armature resistance and leakage reactance with
steady-state condition of constant internal voltage [9], the
currents and internal voltages can be expressed as a function of
d− q axis stator terminal voltages (Vdi, Vqi). Thus, following
quadratic relations in voltage variables are obtained.
0 = Pgi −
(
Efi
xdi
)
Vdi −
(
xdi − xqi
xdixqi
)
VdiVqi, (14a)
0 = Qgi −
(
Efi
xdi
)
Vqi +
(
1
xqi
)
V 2di +
(
1
xdi
)
V 2qi. (14b)
The above quadratic relations are not ready for SCOPF. We
further relax those as the following.
Convexification 3: Stator-network coupling relaxation:
We introduce a lifting matrix variable Wdq ∈ Rng×ng . This
relaxation is very similar to that of relaxed OPF and relaxed
version of (14) can be expressed as:
Pgi =
Efi Vdqi
xdi
+
(xdi − xqi)Wdqi,m
xdixqi
, (15a)
Qgi =
EfiVdqm
xdi
−
Wdqi,i
xqi
−
Wdqm,m
xdi
, (15b)
Wdq  VdqV
T
dq. (15c)
Here, i ∈ G; m = i + ng; Vdqi ∈ Vdq; and Vdq =
[VTd V
T
q ]
T ∈ R2ng . The relaxed convex constraint (15c) has
been enforced in place of the nonconvex equality Wdq =
VdqV
T
dq. Therefore, a rank-one Wdq solution ensures the
equivalence between the matrix and vector variables (W odq =
VwdqV
w
dq
T ). The reason for enforcing the semi-definite con-
straint as (15c) rather than Wdq  0 is same as explained
in the context of relaxed OPF constraint (13) as the Vdq is
present in relaxed constraints (15a, 15b) and Vdq are control
variables for stability in (5).
Note that the above stator-network equilibrium relaxation is
expressed in d−q form. One needs to use Park’s transformation
to convert those to real and imaginary nodal voltage counter-
parts. The relaxation of the Park’s transformation along with
relaxation of the quadratic equivalence V 2xk +V
2
yk
= V 2di +V
2
qi
for i-th generator is given in Appendix B.
III. FEASIBLE SOLUTION RECOVERY
The relaxations presented in the preceding section intro-
duces relaxation gap, as discussed earlier. This will bring
infeasibility and instability issues in convexified SCOPF solu-
tion. Therefore, in this section, we present a novel objective
penalization approach for recovering the feasible solutions.
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Fig. 1 shows the idea behind the objective penalization in
simple two-dimensional space. The dashed circle is convex
relaxation of the dark shaded nonconvex feasible solution set,
which introduces a relaxation gap, as shown in Fig. 1. In
objective penalization, the attempt is to orient the objective
such that convergence will be on feasible space. This may
inflict an optimality gap and hence, does not guarantee global
optimality as, shown in Fig. 1.
Original Objective
Penalized 
Objective
Optimality 
Gap
Relaxation Gap
Fig. 1. Idea of objective penalization
A. Recovery 1: Feasible BMI Solution
As we introduce the lifting matrix variable M to present
the bilinear term ZTZ + JTJ in condition (8), the induced
relaxation gap may lead to an unstable optimal solution.
One possible approach to recover the solution’s feasibility is
minimizing the dissimilarity between M and ZTZ + JT J .
To this end, one can minimize the difference matrix FR :=
M−ZTZ+JTJ by confining its maximum (real) eigenvalue.
For computational efficiency, an LMI representation of this
difference matrix (details are in Appendix A) is introduced as
L2 :=

M ZT JTZ I O
J O I

 . (16)
Note that, minimizing the largest eigenvalue of L2 will
lessen that of the difference matrix FR following the Inter-
lacing theorem. As a result, one reduces the gap between the
lifting matrix variable M and the bilinear term ZTZ + JTJ
in (8). The largest eigenvalue minimization problem as SDP
can be given as:
min ζ
s.t. L2 − ζI  0
(17)
Regarding time consumption, this eigenvalue minimization
problem (17) introduces extra constrains where the size of L2
grows three times faster than size of J . Also, L2 is dense due
to Z andM ’s dense nature, which makes (17) time consuming
to solve. Another way for dissimilarity minimization can be
minimization of nuclear norm, which is presented in ‖FR‖⋆
[25], without the condition (8), an idea used extensively for
matrix rank minimization. Yet, the dual formulation based LMI
representation of ‖FR‖⋆, will be much more complex compu-
tationally [25]. Therefore, we propose below a computationally
efficient alternative for imposing BMI constraints to satisfy
stability conditions.
Trace Minimization for BMI: Imposing the BMI condition
F  0 (5) will cause inefficient computation in general. A
possible approach is to relax this BMI condition using its trace.
The rationale behind this approach is that Tr{F} ≤ 0 is a
necessary condition for F  0.
However, minimizing the trace itself is also computationally
expensive due to its nonconvex nature. We further propose to
use its convex upper bound as the followings. Note that this
upper bound is valid for all BMIs of this type (5).
From (6) we can obtain the trace relation as:
Tr{F} = Tr{(Z + J)T (Z + J)− (ZTZ + JT J)}
= Tr{(Z + J)T (Z + J)} − Tr{ZTZ + JTJ}
(18)
As ZTZ + JT J ∈ S+ implies Tr{ZTZ + JTJ} ≥ 0, thus:
Tr{F} ≤ Tr{(Z + J)T (Z + J)}. (19)
Or
Tr{F} ≤ ‖vec{Z + J}‖2 . (20)
The bound (20) is obtained using the trace-norm equality
Tr{(Z + J)T (Z + J)} = ‖vec{Z + J}‖2, where vec(X)
indicate vectorization of matrix X by arranging all columns of
X below each other
(
equivalent to MATLAB commandX(:)
)
.
This upper bound based on vec(·) is a norm-based quantity
and is easy to be incorporated in SCOPF. However, we do not
impose this upper bound as constraints but construct a penalty
term in the objective. The cost minimization will naturally
minimize this ‖vec(·)‖ upper bound, thus tending to verify
the BMI constraints. However, this BMI verification cannot
be guaranteed due to the sufficient condition and the use of
the upper estimation. An observation is that when SCOPF
feasible solution exists, this upper bound-based minimization
leads to such an optimal solution. As ‖vec{·}‖ is monotonic,
the objective penalty for feasible BMI solution recovery is
h1(Z, J) = ‖vec{Z + J}‖ . (21)
B. Recovery 2: Feasible OPF Solution
The penalty functions for minimization of the relaxation
gap in OPF will be derived from minimization of norm of
difference between the variable and a base solution denoted
by (·)o. This base solution can be a known feasible solution or
the current operating point of the power system. The relaxed
space encloses the actual feasible space, as shown in Fig.
1. Thus, the intuitive idea is to keep the optimal solution
close to the known feasible base solution. Moreover, it has
been shown by authors in [6] that with a sufficiently large
regularization parameter similar type of objective penalization
will guarantee a feasible solution with convex relaxations. This
norm minimization function is
||V −Vo||
2
2 = (V −Vo)
T (V −Vo)
= VTV− 2VTo V +V
T
o Vo.
(22)
The leading term of (22) is vector multiplication (VTV)
and hence cannot be minimized efficiently due to quadratic
nature. To avoid this, we propose an upper bound of VTV by
applying the trace operator on (13) as
Tr{VVT } ≤ Tr{W}, (23)
Or VTV ≤ Tr{W}. (24)
Now, we define an objective penalty function, h2(W,V),
as upper bound of norm penalty function, ‖V−Vo‖
2
2 ≤
h2(W,V), which minimizes the gap in (13) as
h2(W,V) = Tr{W} − 2V
T
o V +V
T
o Vo. (25)
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C. Recovery 3: Stator-network coupling
Similarly, the objective penalty functions for constraints
(15c) is
h3(Wdq,Vdq) = Tr{Wdq} − 2V
T
dqo
Vdq +V
T
dqo
Vdqo . (26)
Further, the penalty functions require for minimization of
the relaxation gap intruded due to Park’s transformation con-
vexification is given in Appendix B. The complete convexified
SCOPF (C-SCOPF) formulation is shown as Model 1 using
the weighed sum approach for handling SDP penalization
with multiple penalization functions and cost minimization
objective.
Model 1: Convexified SCOPF (C-SCOPF)
min (11a) +
5∑
n=1
γnhn
s.t. (11b)-(11e), (12a), (12b) and (13)
(15a)-(15c), (33), (34), and (35)
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
First, we define error terms to analyze the results. After
obtaining the optimal solution, decomposed voltage vectors,
Vw and Vwdq are obtained by eigenvalue decomposition of
matrix variable solutionsW o andW odq . This largest eigenvalue
based rank-one approximation have error which is defined as
εw and εwdq . Mathematically, εw and εwdq are ratio of second
largest eigenvalue to the largest eigenvalue of W o and W odq
respectively. The ε|V | is defined as mean square error (MSE) in
voltage magnitude obtained from decomposed solution vectors
Vw and control vector solution V. Similarly, ε|Vdq| is MSE
in voltage magnitude obtained from Vwdq and Vdq. The MSE
due to the McCormick envelopes over Park’s transform (33)
is identified as εp while εuv is MSE due to convexification
of trigonometric equality (34). The change in the cost of
generation and real power loss in convexified SCOPF (C-
SCOPF), with respect to relaxed OPF solution, are indicated as
∆p and ∆Ploss in MW. For generalized SCOPF formulation,
IV-order generator modeling is performed in this work. To
test and validate the proposed methods capability in enforcing
small-signal stability, PSS devices are not considered.
A. WECC 9-bus, 3-Machine System
The dynamic data of this system has been taken from [26],
while the generation cost function coefficients are obtained
from MATPOWER [27]. The comparative analysis of C-
SCOPF solution has been performed with relaxed OPF solu-
tion obtained by solving relaxed OPF. The relaxed OPF solu-
tion has optimal cost 5324.30 $/hr, error %εw is 1.06×10−4,
ε|V | is 5.55 × 10
−17 and real power loss of 4.4 MW. Fig. 2
shows a set of eigenvalues having higher eigenvalue real part
σ, in complex plane. As indicated in the plot, the σmax is
8.91, and the system is unstable, having two eigenvalues on the
right side of jω− axis. The multiple eigenvalues on the right
half of the plane present challenge to the methods of stability
recovery as it is difficult to move eigenvalues while satisfying
-4 0 4 8
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 > 0
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=8.91
Fig. 2. Eigenvalue subset of relaxed OPF solution for 9-bus system
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Fig. 3. Total generation cost variations with σmax for 9-bus system
the OPF constraints and maintaining optimality. Therefore, the
SCOPF is essential as it will provide an economical and stable
operating point.
For 9-bus system, we solved the convexified SCOPF using
both approaches of feasible BMI solution recovery, ζ with
(17) and || vec{Z + J}|| and the variation of the total cost of
real power generation p(PG) with σmax is shown in Fig. 3.
This figure shows that the proposed SDP penalization methods
have been able to achieve a stable solution. The BMI trance
minimization based penalization function performs well as we
move to the lower value of σmax. The cost of stability is less
with || vec{Z + J}|| then that of using the ζ with (17).
It is relevant to note that the spectral abscissa (σmax) is a
nonconvex function and its relationship is difficult to identify
analytically with || vec(Z + J)|| due to the involvement of
Lyapunov matrix Z . Further, the SDP penalization function
|| vec(Z + J)|| as well as ζ are not designed to minimize
the σmax but to converge on a stable solution with σmax < 0.
Therefore, the results shows that C-SCOPF achieves its desired
objective and the cost variation is just indicative that cost
increases with decrease in σmax.
The real power setpoints for generators are given in Table
I along with corresponding σmax for OPF and C-SCOPF. An
important observation is that a higher inertia generator, 1st
generator, shares a large section of power in C-SCOPF solution
as compare to low inertia generators (3rd). This is in line with
the understanding that higher inertia generator should share
more power for stability. It worth noting here that real power-
sharing will also be influenced by the cost curve, especially
under high loading conditions.
The solution of C-SCOPF must be interpreted while consid-
ering all the errors present due to the relaxation gap simultane-
ously. Table II represents four solutions for the 9-bus system.
The results show that error εp is the most significant factor,
while others are insignificant. Further, the results establish that
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TABLE I
GENERATOR SET POINT IN pu FOR 9-BUS SYSTEM
Pg1 Pg2 Pg9
relaxed OPF 0.8723 1.3940 0.9273
C-SCOPF 1.3760 1.2330 0.6033
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Fig. 4. Eigenvalue with largest σ at relaxed OPF solution for 39-bus System
even with lower values of σmax, the rank-approximation errors
remain around 1% only, with negligible MSEs, except εp. For
decreasing εp, tighter convex envelopes can be applied. Here,
we highlight that critical eigenvalues obtained using vector
variables and decomposed variables (from W,Wdq,U,V)
have a gap in the order of 10−15 in all cases indicating that
error values are within acceptable limits.
B. New England 39-bus, 10-Machine System
The system dynamic data are obtained from [28], cost
coefficients from [27], and generator limits from [4]. The
relaxed OPF solution, obtained for comparative analysis, has
optimal cost 4.0951×104$/hr, error%εw is 2.54×10−8, ε|V |
is 1.08× 10−17 and real power loss of 42.03 MW. For the C-
SCOPF solution of this system, we only use || vec{Z + J}||
penalization function due to its computational advantages. Fig.
4 shows set of ten critical eigenvalues at OPF solution point
with many being on the right-hand side of jω axis representing
an instability situation of the solutions, and it is difficult to
recover stable solution from this as described in case of 9-bus
results.
Fig. 5 depicts variation in cost and εp with σmax. The
general trend is that the cost of generation decreases with the
increase in σmax. Further, both these variations also indicate
the nonconvex nature of the relationship between σmax and C-
SCOPF objective and error values. The values of Pgi for three
generators has been presented in Table IV. The generator 10,
which is an equivalent representation of New York network
with large inertia, shares the largest power set point change
occurring from OPF to C-SCOPF. The generators 1 and 2
having large inertia are set on their maximum limits. To asses
the effect of cost curve on Pgi ’s we attempted a solution
with increasing the Pug4 value from 4.025 pu to 5.00 pu. The
solution provides that PG4 = 5.00 pu with an equivalent
decrease in PG10 indicating that cost minimization objective
is influencing the generator set points along with the inertia
values at higher loading.
Table III holds different error with percentage change in
cost of generation and ∆Ploss values corresponding to four
different σmax values. The two most significant errors are
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Fig. 5. Total generation cost and ǫp variations with σmax for 39 Bus system
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clearly %εwdq and εuv while others are having very less
value and hence will not cause error in stability assessment.
Again, we emphasize that results should be interpreted with
considering all the relaxation gap errors simultaneously.
As the error values shown in Table III are significant, to
asses their effect on stability, Fig. 6 shows the gap between
two σmax values obtained from the different sets of control
variables of C-SCOPF. The normalization is done based upon
maximum value of respective errors. The trend supplements
our understanding that error influences the stability and gap
increases as the error values move towards their respective
maximum values. An insight from this result is that σmax
value should be away from jω axis as the error increases to
keep system stable with error. Also, the trade-off between error
and σmax should be taken with consideration of corresponding
gap imposed by the errors on that particular σmax. In these
tests, we obtain the stable solution from both σmax and σ
0
max
as we are able to keep the σmax value away from jω− axis.
Simulation Time: All simulations presented in this paper are
performed using Matlab 2018b with Yalmip [29] and Mosek
7 on an Intel Xeon E5-1630 v4 with 3.70 GHz clock speed
and 16.0 GB of RAM. The average solver time for 9-bus
C-SCOPF with J ∈ R34×34 is 3.424 s with ζ and 0.2034 s
with || vec{Z + J}|| as penalization function. For 39-bus
system with significantly large J ∈ R231×231, the solver takes
an average of 31.71 s, which is very less in comparison to
other works recently attempted to solve SCOPF, indicating
tractability of proposed C-SCOPF.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a novel convexified SCOPF formula-
tion based on a sufficient condition of small-signal stability,
which does not reply on eigenvalue calculation and localized
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TABLE II
WECC 9-BUS, THREE-MACHINE SYSTEM
σmax %∆p %εw %εwdq ε|V | ε|Vdq| εp εuv ∆Ploss
-0.197 3.44 0.00 0.00 5.6E-16 6.5E-15 0.012 6.1E-16 0.56
-0.235 5.39 0.47 0.00 8.5E-6 5.6E-15 0.015 4.5E-15 2.77
-0.259 6.79 0.86 0.00 3.1E-5 4.6E-16 0.020 9.7E-16 3.18
-0.279 7.30 1.04 0.00 5.6E-5 1.4E-15 0.022 6.4E-16 3.32
TABLE III
NEW ENGLAND 39-BUS, TEN-MACHINE SYSTEM
σmax %∆p %εw %εwdq ε|V | ε|Vdq| εp εuv ∆Ploss
-0.123 4.32 0.00 0.50 2.5E-15 1.1E-06 0.009 0.014 -6.57
-0.127 4.45 0.00 0.55 1.9E-14 1.3E-06 0.006 0.015 -6.63
-0.134 4.52 0.00 0.57 6.4E-15 1.4E-06 0.006 0.016 -6.65
-0.139 4.54 0.00 0.58 8.6E-14 1.4E-06 0.006 0.016 -6.73
TABLE IV
GENERATOR SET POINT IN pu. FOR 39-BUS SYSTEM
Pg1 Pg2 Pg9
Relaxed OPF 4.025 7.348 8.558
C-SCOPF 4.025 7.475 10.920
linearization of the dynamical model of power systems. The
key feature of this convexification is the computational effi-
ciency that allows for the scalability of SCOPF. The solution
feasibility is also recovered by incorporating a set of objective
penalization functions. The BMI-based stability conditions are
replaced by a more tractable trace-based upper bound in the
form of a vector-norm. The proposed convexification technique
has shown promising results through numerical simulations.
The simulations on 9-bus and 39-bus systems show that the
proposed method has been able to achieve a stable optimal
solution with a sufficiently low stability-induced cost. The
future work will focus on improving the applicability by
providing a guarantee of convergence as well as by developing
tighter convex relaxations.
APPENDIX A
LMI REPRESENTATION FOR RELAXATION OF F
In this section, we introduce a lemma which facilitates the
LMI representation of (7) and (8).
Lemma 1. If X ∈ S+, then the matrix inequality Y TY −X 
0 is equivalent to: [
X Y T
Y I
]
 0. (27)
Also, if X ∈ S+ and U ≻ 0, then[
X − Y TY V T
V U
]
 0⇐⇒

X Y T V TY I O
V O U

  0. (28)
Proof. The proof can be constructed using Schur’s com-
plement and Lemma 2.1 [19] directly. We omit the proof
here.
By using the first part of Lemma 1, the LMI representation
of (7) is:
L1 :=
[
M JT + ZT
J + Z I
]
(29)
Similarly from the second part of Lemma 1, we obtain the
LMI formulation of (8) as the following:
L2 :=

M ZT JTZ I O
J O I

 . (30)
With (29) and (30), the constraints in (7) and (8) can be
cast as LMI and can be solved efficiently using SDP.
APPENDIX B
CONVEX ENVELOPES FOR PARK’S TRANSFORM
The nonconvex relations (31) are relaxed using the Mc-
Cormick envelopes for bilinear terms [30]. By defining ui =
sin δi and vi = cos δi the Park’s transformation equations for
k ∈ G(i) will be:
Vdi = Vk sin (δi − θk) = Vxk ui − Vyk vi
Vqi = Vk cos (δi − θk) = Vxk vi + Vyk ui
(31)
The following convex envelopes for these bilinear terms
have been used by a number of previous works such as [31]
as follows:
〈ab〉uM ≡
{
(ab)u ≤ au b+ a bl − au bl
(ab)u ≤ al b+ a bu − al bu
〈ab〉lM ≡
{
(ab)l ≥ au b+ a bu − au bu
(ab)l ≥ al b+ a bl − al bl
(32)
We use 〈·〉uM and 〈·〉
l
M to denote upper and lower bounds
for McCormick envelope of the bilinear terms as in (32).
Thus, the convex relaxations of (31) become:
Vdi ≤ 〈Vxi ui〉
u
M − 〈Vyi vi〉
l
M
Vdi ≥ 〈Vxi ui〉
l
M − 〈Vyi vi〉
u
M
Vqi ≤ 〈Vxi vi〉
u
M + 〈Vyi ui〉
u
M
Vqi ≥ 〈Vxi vi〉
l
M + 〈Vyi ui〉
l
M
(33)
There are two other quadratic relations needed to be im-
posed to ensure that SDP solution is an feasible equilibrium
point. The first one is the trigonometric equality between sine
and cosine of the load angle. For this, we introduce the vector
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variables Uu ∈ Rng and Uv ∈ Rng . Thus, the set of convex
constraints for the trigonometric equality u2i + v
2
i = 1 is:
Uu +Uv = 1, (34a)
Uui ≥ u
2
i , (34b)
Uvi ≥ v
2
i . (34c)
Here, (34b) is the convex quadratic relaxations of the
quadratic equalities between the lifting variable (Uu, Uv) and
linear variables (ui, vi). Similarly, the convex relaxation of
quadratic equality between the d − q axis terminal voltages
(Vd, Vq) and node voltages (Vx, Vy) can be given as:
Wdqi,i +Wdqm,m = Wk,k +Wl,l (35)
for i = 1 . . . ng, m = i+ ng, k = G(i), and l = k + nb.
1) Feasible solution recovery for Park’s transformation:
For relaxations of trigonometric relations (34), the objective
penalty functions obtained for (34b) and (34c) ∀ i ∈ G are
h4(Uu, u) =
∑
i
{
Uui − 2uioui + uiouio
}
, (36)
h5(Uv , v) =
∑
i
{
Uvi − 2viovi + viovio
}
. (37)
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